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All the technique seen in the first part gives the material to begin EMC
system design and management with a rigorous approach.
To try to cover all the thematics, we follow a quite classical EMC
methodology. This methodology was tested and confirmed in entreprises.
That’s why we can trust in its efficiency, even if it can be translated
under many variants.
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Answer to the appeal of offer

Often EMC is forgotten in the appeal of offer phase. But anyone must
have in mind that EMC can be the cause of an affair disaster. In general,
an offer doesn’t start from nothing, but is based on a similar previous
project. But to keep the leadership, there are always some innovations.
The problem is so to evaluate the EMC impact of these innovations.
Basically these innovations include electronic components. The exercise
consists in computing the energy transmitted to this new electronic in
immunity for the customer requirements. To compute the noise radiated
by the new electronic outside the system. And before all, to verify the
EMC of the innovation inside the system itself: did it disturb the system
or creates too much noise for it?
The technique can be apply on board or systems. On printed circuit
board, the functionnal side for numerical circuits is often called signal
integrity. It’s an important preliminary task for EMC.



Answer to the appeal of offer

To begin the whole study of EMC and to manage it, a quite simple
method is to make an interaction matrix.
Depending on the system complexity, this matrix is made in one shot or
in multiple stages. In any case, it’s interesting to make a first job, based
on the system functions and the dreaded events. As an example, we
consider a bike where innovation is an automatic light. For each function
we search dreaded events and gravity of the events.

Function Dreaded events gravity
Brake loss of trajectory and control high
Chain breakage medium
light loss of light high when night

odometer false counting low (only mark image)

Having defined the gravities, it’s possible to fix functionnal safety
objectives. This job must be done in response to the customer
requirements which are written as general functionnal availability. Next
tab gives some imagined values.



Answer to the appeal of offer

Function FS objective
Brake 10−5 event per year and per bike
Chain 10−4 event per year and per bike
light 5.10−5 event per year and per bike

odometer 10−3 event per year and per bike

Once these objectives (FSO) defined, we are capable to decline them in
EMC.
Now, having the inputs (customer requirements decline in FSO), we can
begin the interaction matrix. Here we have two functions using
electronics: the odometer and the automatic lights. Starting from an
hypothetical architecture, we list the electronics involved in each function.

I light

1. external light sensor
2. microcontroler including

power electronic
3. power LED lights
4. cables

I odometer

1. wheel sensor
2. microcontroler
3. display
4. cables



Answer to the appeal of offer
Remark

Often, customer requirements are not under this form. They can be
specified giving standards references and class of severity for the EMC
tests. It should be a FSO in given environment or mission phases, but as
EMC is a young and still continuing to progress job, it’s not made
following this approach.
Functionnal class describes the electronic behavior when disturbed. It
seems like:

1. Class A: no disturbances observed (the electronic stills running under
some EM constraints without any change in its functionnality).

2. Class B: the electronic is disturbed when the field is applied, but
return to normal working when the field disappears.

3. Class C: the electronic needs some action to come back to its
nominal running or comes back to nominal working sometime after
the constraint stops.

4. Class D: the electronic is partially or completely broken.

Note that classes are linked but separated from the FS consequences.



Answer to the appeal of offer

Knowing the FSO, we can calculate real margins if we know the
electronic thresholds. The risk can be rigorously computed using
probability laws associated with the electronic failures. In the classical
approach, threshold are not known. Margins are just multiplication
factors applied to the standard limits. But in fact real margins between
the test level and the electronic failures are not known, neither the
probability of failure in a system life.

We consider both approaches, the first one we now call the ”FSO” one,
and the ”classical” one.



Interaction matrices

From the architecture and environment data, we can define the
interaction matrix. We make it with a spreadsheet software. Figure 1
shows the interaction matrix for the bike.

Figure 1

On the spreadsheet appears all the electronic functions in rows and
columns. They are classified by system function. Each intersection cell
will be coloured in order to show the EMC risk in the system. This
matrix is a first and basic one, but where the environment doesn’t
appear. We can add various electromagnetic threats and persons too, if
they are involved in the system. This is our case, as the bike can be used
by a person. This leads to the next matrix, figure 2.



Interaction matrices

Figure 2

There is a difference with system equipment. Environment threats and
persons appear only once in first column (environment threats are sources
of constraints) or first row (person are receivers). Each equipment will be
studied for the disturbances it can create on another equipment or as a
receiver that can be disturbed by the other equipments. Each equipment
cannot be disturbed by itself. That’s why major diagonal is made of grey
cells, meaning it’s out of purpose to study these cases.



Interaction matrices

For similar reasons, cells between environment and persons are grey,
because it’s out of purpose to study these interactions.
The interaction matrix helps to manage the system EMC. Each cell
should be coloured in final, indicating that each case of interaction has
been analysed. To make these analysis we have to be able to compute
the electromagnetic interactions. And to do that, we must fix the test
set-up of the system. This set-up defined, we can compute the
interaction and evaluate if such an electronic can be disturbed or to
compute its electromagnetic emissions.
So next step is to define EMC test set-up. This is all the more important
as it should be known for the appeal of offer.
The offer should submit the EMC test set-up (in both approaches, FSO
or classical). Standards are generic and doesn’t say how the system is
working, located, etc., during the test. To get out any ambiguity, EMC
test plan must be given with the offer.



EMC test plan

It must be clear that all what we say can be applied to any system
whatever its scale (component, equipment, sub-system, system, etc.).
We consider here one EMC test: illumination by a lightning stroke. We
must detail how the bicycle is located with regards to the lightning flash
(only indirect lightning is considered).
Following a FSO approach we may calculate the probability to have a
lightning stroke at 10 m from the bike, 100 m, 1 km. Under 10 m we
consider that the probability for the lightning stroke to touch the bike is
1. Knowing after the probability in each case to disturb one electronic on
the bicycle, we can compare the result with the FSO. The probability
associated with the electronic function is the probability of disturbance,
previously characterized. The margin or the risk are the distances
between each average of probability distributions, as shown figure 3.



EMC test plan

Once the computation made we are able to calculate the voltage induced
by the lightning stroke (LV). This is the average value depending on the
lightning stroke probability amplitude distribution itself. The other
probabilistic distribution is the component (electronic) immunity or
susceptibility average level (< d >). When we know how to locate these
two curves, we know the margin or the risk associated with the source in
a FSO approach. The margin is the distance with the constraint, inferior
to the immunity level. It should be higher than the FSO. For example, if
the left side immunity is around 1, 2V with probability 10−2 and higher
right side of LV around 0, 3V with probability 10−4, we reach a risk of
10−6 (it stills in fact to multiply by the occurrence probability) with a
margin of 4 times. Remember that the FSO is linked with the function
gravity.
When the average level of constraint is higher than the average immunity
threshold, the risk is equal to 1. The risk distance says how many
attenuation must be gain to make the constraint under the electronic
threshold plus the margin.



EMC test plan



EMC test plan

In a classical approach, depending on the function gravity, a given
constraint is defined in the standard (or a customer specification),
associated with a given class. There is no probability concept in this
approach. The EMC constraint fixed for the test is a single value
compared with the electronic distribution. After what, the technique is
similar. We compare the constraint value to the average electronic
immunity (susceptibility) and conclude to the margin obtained or the
attenuation to reach.



EMC test set-up

For the bike, we have to test various functions:

I light

I odometer

To test the automatic light, the operator must imagine a system to make
the light electronic shuting down or setting on. It can be the light of the
EMC test room making night or day inside. This must be done at each
frequency of test, during a time length that garanty the electronic to
control the light. In general, the time duration of test per frequency must
be longer than the longer time duration of functionnal cycle of the
system. Today it’s principally linked with the software cycle.
For the odometer, it’s necessary to make the wheel turn. It can be done
using a second motor. But once must take care of the noise emitted by
this motor in emission measurement test. In our case, as the odometer
function cannot radiates noise, the simplest solution is to stop the motor
for these tests. Finally we obtain the test set-up presented on next figure.



EMC test set-up

All details should be given like distance to part of the bike, etc. The
more accurate the set-up is defined, the less discussions or critics can
appear after with the customer. Once he has accepted the EMC test
plan, he won’t be able to change easily the test definition or to ask for
new parameters in the test set-up. Secondly, it’s major to be able to
compute the EMC. Now having a defined EMC test set-up we can
compute the interactions to predict the EMC risk.



EMC test set-up

Once the EMC test set-up is well defined, it stills to submit or to recall
(if they are detailed in the customer specifications) the modes of
operations and the associated class.The specifications are based on the
lightning current values at one hundred meters far.

1. For the odometer function:
I class A: no disturbance observed either in the counting or display -

10 kA
I class B: stop under magnetic field, display disturbed - 20 kA
I class C: needs a reset to restart, display disturbed - 50 kA
I class D: destruction of the electronic function allowed, counter or

display 200 kA

2. For the automatic light function:
I class A: no disturbances in the stop function - 100 kA
I class B: loss of automatic break during the light burst - 200 kA
I class C: indication to make a bike review - 300 kA



EMC test set-up

In this case, each specifications in current must be decline in magnetic
field, to be after realized at 3 meters with antennas. Basically, seeing the
light spar gap length compared to the distance, we can compute simply:

|B| =
µi

2πD

It stills after to find the laboratories able to make this test :-)
To conclude the EMC test plan, we have to describe how the function
will be spied. For the light, a simple camera seeing the EMC chamber
scene is sufficient. For the odometer we can imagine to use some sensor
of effort on the conveyer belt. Note that for the example we imagine this
mechanism, but in fact for this uncritical function, probably no test
would be conducted.



Risk identification job

Remember the tasks:

1. translate EMC specification of the appeal of offer in an EMC test
plan;

2. compute the EMC risks

As the EMC test plan is defined, it’s now possible to begin the EMC risk
detection.
Seeing to the matrix, we must answer to risks like: did the light can
disturb the microcontroler that control it? In general, we consider that
sub-systems are available and so, cannot disturb themselves. Knowing
that the matrix becomes (indicates where are the cells that can be
coloured in green again):



Risk identification job
First case to study: external LED light disturbing the wheel sensor.

At this step, the work consists in reading the cables routes. The LED
light is power supplied by a PWM signal of 6 V, 1 ms duration and 2 ms
period minimum with a peak current of 1 A. The cable is a two wires one
following the guard mud. The odometer sensor cable takes the same way
on 50 centimeters. The sensor is an active one giving a 3 V rectangular
signal, 100 ms duration and period depending on the bike speed.
In general we don’t have more information. We can in a first step
consider a coupling factor of 0,3 between lines. It’s the maximum
coupling factor through cross talk. So the light signal can induced 2 V on
the wheel sensor line. It’s superior to the half value of the sensor signal.
This simple estimation asserts that the EMC risk is confirmed. The cell
in the interaction matrix is coloured in red. Making same exercise as
previous ones for all cells leads to the next interaction matrix.



To raise the risks identified
To prevent or to protect

The objective is to compare quite accurately the constraints decline on
the electronics to their immunity thresholds. This last characteristic can
be seen under two approaches:

I Equipment characterization (FSO approach)

I Equipment immunity test (classical approach)

Under FSO approach, the threshold is a probability one and the
compliance is declared comparing the total probability of disturbance
with the FSO.
Under classical approach, the gloabl constraint is compared to the
immunity test validated in EMC qualification test. The major difference
is that in this last case, we do not know the margin to disturbance,
because in EMC standard test the compliance is validated for class A
behavior in general, which means that there are no disturbances.



To raise the risks identified
To prevent or to protect

We consider the wheel sensor line loaded by the sensor impedance on one
side and the microcontroler impedance on the other side. It’s impedance
matrix is a basic Branin. Imagine it uses the bike metallic structure as
return ground. Lightning stroke creates electromotive force by e = −∂t φ̇.
As φ = R−1i , i being a magnetomotive force with one number of turn
and R the reluctance, this gives a coupling impedance ZLw = e/i . The
ligthning can be modeled by a capacitor linked with the cloud to ground
structure and a resistance for the ground. This first network is cross talk
with the wheel sensor branin through ZLw .

R−1 =
µ

2π

S

D

Finally the system is:

Z =

 R + 1
Cp 0 0

ZLw Zc + Rs (Ri − Zc) e−τp

0 (Zc − Rs) e−τp Zc + Ri





To raise the risks identified
To prevent or to protect

The source are the lightning for one part and the functionnal signal
coming from the sensor Vs for the other part:

E =

 Elight

(
e−αt − e−βt

)
Vs

0


Analyzing global waveform give the information to demonstrate if the
signal can be disturbed or not.
If the level reach the microcontroler threshold vt , i.e. y3uEu > vt the risk
is confirmed. Written like this, we follow the classical approach. To raise
the risk we can make two kind of actions:

1. to prevent, it means to decrease the constraint in source

2. to protect, it means to decrease the constraint reported on the
components



To raise the risks identified
To prevent or to protect

First solution consists in increasing the distance to the lightning if
possible, or to decrease the chance to see it (without evaluating
accurately this as we are in a classical approach). Here it may consist in
saying that the bike musn’t be used during stormy weather.
To protect mean to use a spar gap at the microcontroler input for
example to avoid its destruction.
With a FSO approach, the lightning amplitude is probabilistic
Elight → (Elight , Plight). By the fact, the disturbance is probabilistic too.
And there is a third factor in the disturbance probability computation
which is the number of time the lightning can be seen. This includes
what is called the keraunic level (probability of lightning in a country),
the chance to be exposed to this threat depending on the system mission
and the chance for the bike to attract the lightning.



To raise the risk identified
Global risk for FSO

If the keraunic level is 100 stormy days per year. If the system works 50
days per year, we have a probability Pk of 50% that it sees a lightning.
If the system can go everywhere in the location where the risk is studied,
we find that the lightning stroke has a probability PL to tuch the system.
The probability to disturbed it can be a law previously determined:

Pe = exp

(
−
[

Vth

y3u 〈Eu〉

]2
)

So that the probability to disturb the system in this environment and
mission is:

P = Pk .PL.Pe

This value must be compared with the FSO. If it’s higher, we can play on
the occurrence PL or the transmission y3uEu. If it’s lower, a margin is
obtained. It can be reduced or keep, depending on the trust we have on
the models and depending on the function criticity.



To raise the risks identified
To add the receiver for emission limits

In emission the principles are similar but not completely equal to
immunity. This time, we should take a look to the radiation mission of
the system: when did it works? IN what frequency bands did it radiates?
Is there radio receivers near the system? Etc. Classical approach fixes
limits that shouldn’t be reached. But in fact the standard measurements
set-up verify this condition in these conditions! It means that for other
installations and near field interaction, the standard EMC test in emission
doesn’t guarantee that no radio disturbances could arrive. From the
equipment conception point of view, this classical approach is simple and
stills quite efficient. It obliges the hardware responsibles to take care of
the electronic noises. From the FSO point of view the objective is similar
but once more will be written using probabilities. This is more rigorous
because with microprocessors for example, the emission depends on their
activity. So to speak of emission without taking into account the mission,
software activity etc., is meaningless.



To raise the risks identified
To add the receiver for emission limits

Another more important reason is that for a system, emissions comes
from many equipments. To consider each separately is not correct and
often, radio channels are lost because of a too strong noise level comes
from more than a single equipment. But how to define emissions in this
case?
A solution would be to give the emission of the equipment for each kind
of activity and associated probabilities, for near and far fields. But this
work represents an important task to be done. We must accept the idea
that for emission, the classical approach seems to be widly the only
available, except perhaps in some very particular cases( for example in
electronic warfare where similars computations are done but for another
objective).
In our case we have a risk for example coming from the emissions of the
LED light PWM signal. We will consider a near electric field interaction.
The LED line is a common mode one.



To raise the risks identified
To add the receiver for emission limits

If the wire of d diameter is h meters up to the bike steel structure, it
creates a ligne of characteristic impedance:

Zc = 60Ln

(
4h

d

)
This line of length x presents a capacitance of x (cZc). The PWM signal
being of amplitude V , the wire wears a load linear density equal to:
q = CV /x . From the wire and its image, it is possible to compute the
electric field at one meter (we imagine that the standard followed specify
this set-up and we should have given the same definition in the EMC test
plan).



To raise the risks identified
To add the receiver for emission limits

To give an idea of such a computation, let’s take a look to next figure.

The electric field coming from wire up can be obtained if straight
through: 

Ex = −
∫
u

du CV
4πε0(x2

0 +∆2
y+z(u)2)

x0√
x2

0 +y2
0

Ey = −
∫
u

du CV
4πε0(x2

0 +∆2
y+z(u)2)

y0√
x2

0 +y2
0



To raise the risks identified
To add the receiver for emission limits

while the field coming from the wire down is given by:
E ′x = −

∫
u

du CV

4πε0

(
x2

0 +∆2
y′+z(u)2

) x0√
x2

0 +y2
0

E ′y = −
∫
u

du CV

4πε0

(
x2

0 +∆2
y′+z(u)2

) y0√
x2

0 +y2
0

The level measured by the antenna is given by: Va =
∫ b

y=a
dy
(
Ey + E ′y

)
,

and ∆y = yup − y0, ∆y ′ = y0 − ydown.
If the wire trajectory is not straight, formulas are the same but with an
integration over y(u) and z(u).

This exercise was one of the comparison between experience and theory
in EMC that leads to the best results.



Protections conception
Generalities

We still in the identification of risk phase where computations are made
to design the system. In emissions as in immunity, when the objective is
not reach (probability of failure in FSO version, limit in classical
approach), modifications must be added in order to reach the system
EMC compliance. Depending on the problem, four major techniques
exists:

1. using filters

2. adding spar gap or diodes to protect in immunity

3. using shields

4. making softwares strategy

We will take a look to each of these principles.



Protections conception
Filters

For filters there is one golden rule: To design a filter must be known:

I the input output impedances

I the filter components behavior in all the power, voltage and current
domains used

Until this knowledge is not covered, it’s a lost of time to try a filter.
Unfortunately, impedances are rarely known and components are never
completely defined. Does it mean that we cannot use filters? In practice
that’s the first EMC protection solution used. So there must be a
mistake somewhere! In fact often intuition of electronicians works even if
the golden rule is not completely respected. But anyway, it’s better to try
first to respect them rather than to use first intuition. In EMC, intuitions
are half time false.



Protections conception
Filters

If a system has an input impedance Zi and an output one Zo , if we
imagine a filter of T topology, it means that its impedance matrix is of
order 2, including loads, in the mesh space. This impedance matrix looks
like:

Z =

[
Zi + Z1 + Z2 −Z2

−Z2 Z2 + Z3 + Zo

]
(1)

The transfer function of the filter is given by:

t =
Zo i2

E0 − Zi i1
=

Zoy2uWu

E0 − Ziy1vWv
(2)

As we don’t clearly know Zi and Zo , we want to analyze something like

∂t

∂Zx

with Zx ∈ {Zi ,Zo}



Protections conception
Filters

We compute:

y =
1

∆

[
Z2 + Z3 + Zo Z2

Z2 Zi + Z1 + Z2

]
and: W = [E0, 0]. So that:

∂t

∂Zi
=

∂

∂Zi

{
Zo

Z2

1− Zi (Z2 + Z3 + Zo)

}
to obtain:

∂t

∂Zi
= Zo

Z2 (Z2 + Z3 + Zo)

[1− Zi (Z2 + Z3 + Zo)]2

To simplify our illustration, we make the assumption that we know Zo ,
equal to 50Ω.



Protections conception
Filters: analyzis

Choosing some structure, for example a low pass filter with
Z1 = Lp = Z3 and Z2 = (Cp)−1, we can now easily explore the various
attenuations available with our filter. Previous result can be written:

∂t

∂Zi
= Z 2

o

Z2

[
1 + j

(
Lω
Zo
− 1

ZoCω

)]
(

1− ZiZo

[
1 + j

(
Lω
Zo
− 1

ZoCω

)])2 (3)

zero is found for: √
1 +

L2ω2

Z 2
o

+
1

Z 2
o C 2ω2

− 2
L

CZ 2
o

= 0

This leads to (normalizing Zo): L2ω4
i + (1− Q)ω2

i + C−2 = 0, with

Q = 2L/C . If C = 2L, the characteristic frequency is ωi =
√

LC
−1

whatever Zi .



Protections conception
Filters: analyzis

This shows that it is possible to find adequat behaviors even unknowing
some information. More than all it’s easy to make a program in order to
explore all possible values of Zi and confirm or not that the filter answer
in all cases to the requirements. Without looking at all possible complex
values for Zi we often know the kind of impedance it is through the kind
of equipment or function which is behind. Next program has shown for
example that 0 attenuation was reached for a given frequency.



Protections conception
Spar gap, diodes

The efficiency of diodes (varistances, zener, etc.) depends on their
internal resistance, time recovering and self capacitance, layout. Typical
equivalent schematic is:

When the breakdown voltage is reach (Vbd) the diode becomes closed.
But it must be careful to provoc this closing before the component has
already seen some energy. Another point is that the effective breakdown
voltage is given by: Vbd + Rd i which can be very different from Vbd . In
many cases, it can be difficult to suppress any risk of disturbances but at
least, diodes allow to raise the risk of component burn out. As in general
modern electronics uses softwares, a lots of working during a limited time
can be recovered by software.



Protections conception
Spar gap, diodes

Let’s see an example. This can be done under SPICE. We use here Qucs
(quite universal circuit simulator: an open source project for SPICE like
software). To simulate the diode protection we use a generic diode,
setting the breakdown voltage. In series with the diode, we add a resistor
that takes in charge the dynamic resistance of the diode and an
inductance which represents the layout.



Protections conception
Spar gap, diodes

We see that the voltage reaches 1,6 kV before to decrease from 1 kV
while the breakdown voltage is 500 V. This show that the breakdown
voltage is far from being the effective voltage that component will see.
Careful must be taken to this effective value, otherwise the protection
will be ineffective.
for spar gap, attention must be carried on the fact that when excited, the
spar gap represents a short circuit, also for the functional circuits. The
spar gap may by the fact destroy the electronic rather than to protect it.

For these various reasons, active protections are not easy to use and
simulations must be done in order to correctly employ these technologies.



Protections conception
Shields

Shields are not so simple to use also. First is to have a good
understanding of how works a shield. It’s not a frontier that stop the
electromagnetic field. This view, completely false, tends to induce bad
use of shields. There is another amazing thing about this kind of
reasoning. Seeing the field as a enormous group of photons, how could a
metallic plate stop the field, knowing that it can be anywhere in a wave
length dimension?
The major principle of a shield is to use induced current to create in one
direction, a total field near to zero. But in other directions, the field can
be enforced. Once more, this protection must be used with care.
The total field is suppressed by effect of both incident and diffracted
field. As the diffracted field is created by the currents, the important
thing is to control these currents.



Protections conception
Shields

Shields appear as frontiers where currents runs. Let’s consider a two
dimensions system with a source of field and a wire. It can be
represented by a impedance matrix like:

Z1 =

[
Z0 −Mp
−Mp Zr

]
(4)

With a complete shield, the system becomes:

Z2 =

 Z0 −Mp 0
−Mp Zb 0

0 ZT Zr

 (5)

We see that Zb which represents a shield impedance acts as a frontier
between the external domain (Z0,Zb) and the internal one (Zb,Zr ).



Protections conception
Shields

The shield for cables is made of various components including cables ZTc ,
connectors ZTh, back mechanisms ZTm. In that case
Zb = ZTc + ZTh + ZTm. The constraint developed across the component
is then given by:

V = Zr i3 = Zry3νeν (6)

with eν = [E0, 0, 0]. Noting ∆ = Z0ZbZr −M2p2Zr :

V = −Zr
MpZb

∆
E0 = −Zr

Mp (ZTc + ZTh + ZTm)

∆
E0

We can study the influence of each term involved in the shield:

∂V

∂ZTx



Protections conception
Shields

This last relation shows that it’s important to have components of similar
performances. If one is significantly higher than the others (for example
ZTh) it leads to ∂V

∂ZTc
= 0. The shielded cable doesn’t influence the result.

Transfer impedance of shields can be quite easily computed. If the angle
(a) is higher than 45 degree, we have:

ZT = R0 + k ′
√
ωe−jπ/4 + jLTω

if not:
ZT = R0 + k ′

√
ωe−jπ/4

with LT = ναmµ0 (πD)−2, αm = Lg 3/6 and

k ′ =
1, 16

CNd
Arctg

(
N

3

)
Sin
(π

2
− 2a

)(µ0mur

σ

)0,5

C is the number of spindle, ν the
number of whole per meter, d the
conductor diameter.



Protections conception
Softwares

Softwares can be sued to avoid disturbances. Various strategies can be
used:

I to go back in secure state when control is lost;

I to stay inactive if electromagnetic energy is detected;

I to use redundancy.

First strategy can be a common behavior not restricted to EMC. It
consists when disturbances are detected in the working of the system, to
make it running under some secure state. But it is not always possible to
reach this technique. For example if incoherence are detected between
wheels, steering whell positions and accelerometer, the system can decide
to force the vehicle under low speed mode, etc.
Difficulties in EMC is to demonstrate that the electromagnetic
disturbances cannot prevent the electronic to reach the secure state. To
obtain this kind of security, segregation must be done between signals, in
order to separate and protect the critical signal involved in the secure
state.



Hardware strategy
Redundancy

Redundancy is used in planes or critical systems. For EMC it must be
complete and real redundancy, it means that equipement are not the
same, cables and routes are different, etc. Under these conditions, the
probability to disturb the function is lowered if the disturbance is
detected. In this case, the system can change of electronic chain to
continue its mission. Stills to detect the disturbances! It can be as we
said incoherence in informations coming from sensors. Or deviation
between the waited trajectory and the measured one. Etc., etc.
To end, last strategy is to use a sensor to detect the field. If some field is
detected with a higher level than accepted, the system goes in a state of
refuge until the field sensor gives a sufficiently low level to go back to the
original mission.
It’s not possible in such a course to be exhaustive on the software
capabilities to help system protection for EMC. What is important is to
remember that software can be a solution to find effective protection
again hard electromagnetic environment.



The system conception
Equipment model

We consider the equipment on next figure:

Electronic
schematic is:

and corresponding graph:



The system conception
Equipment model

Input pin EMC model can be deduced from the electronic schematic,
adding eventually components coming from EMC modelling. In previous
case, still simple to illustrate the couse, the Z matrix would be:

Z =

[
Rcde + 1

Cicp
0

β Rl + Rs

]
(7)

To the loop made by the power circuit can be associated a magnetic
reluctance for near magnetic field emission. This reluctance behaves like a
potential connection (a sort of radicel in biology) to any other equipment
that may be sensitive to magnetic field and located near of this one.
To the input command in high impedance can be linked a receiving
antenna.



The system conception
Equipment model

Construction of the near and far field components:
we consider the loop as two lines emitting in the perpendicular direction.
The potential vector in the Lorentz’s gauje is given by:

A [i(u)] = µ0

∫
u

i(u)

4πR
e−

R
c pdu (8)

under our assumptions, this gives something like:

Az(x) =
µ0J2

4π

∫
z

dz

e−
√

z2+χ2

c p√
z2 + χ2

− e−
√

z2+(χ+d)2

c p√
z2 + (χ+ d)2


This is a quite complicated calculus due to the delay exp

(
−α
√

z2 + χ2
)

.
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Noting ε = z/χ and ε′ = z/(χ+ d) where d is the distance between the
tracks on the printed circuit board, the integral becomes:

Az(x) =
µ0J2

4π

∫
z

dz

(
e−αχ(1+ε2/2)

χ (1 + ε2)
− e−αχ(1+ε′2/2)

χ (1 + ε′2)

)

knowing α = p/c and
√

1 + ε2 ≈ 1 + ε2/2.
With exp(ε) ≈ 1 + ε and χ >> z or χ+ d >> z , this leads to:

Az(x) ≈ µ0J2

4π

e−αχ

χ

∫ h

z=0

dz

{
1− α z2

2χ
− e−αd

(
1− α z2

2(χ+ d)

)}
as β = µ0J2

4π , we obtain:

Az(x) = β
e−αχ

χ

[
h − α

2χ

h3

3
− he−αd +

α

2(χ+ d)
e−αd

h3

3

]
(9)
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To end, By = ∂xAz(x) so:

By (x) = β∂x

[
h

e−αχ

χ
− αh3

6

e−αχ

χ2
− he−αd

e−αχ

χ
+
αh3

6

e−αχ

χ(χ+ d)

]
(10)

Finally with G = e−αχ

χ :

By (x) = −β
[
αG + G

χ −
α2h3

6
G
χ −

α2h3

3
G
χ2 − hαe−αdG + . . .

. . .− he−αd G
χ + α2h3

6 χ (χ+ d) χG
χ(χ+d)2 + α2h3

6 (2χ+ d) χG
χ(χ+d)2

]
(11)

all components depending only of G are far field ones. They can be
linked with a chord starting from the power circuit loop (mesh).
All components involving G/χn with n > 0 are near field ones. They
must be associated with a reluctance and a MMF (magnetomotive
force), starting from the power circuit loop.



The system conception
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Our graph for this equipment, adding the receiving loop on the input
stage seems like that:

This graph gives all information to compute EMC interaction when it’s
embedded in a system. The input stage like the command input can be
linked to a branin in order to represent the cable connected to the
equipment.



The system conception
Equipment model

At the system level, the equipment tenfold is first composed of the
equipment topology, impedance matrix and sources. Reluctances can be
introduced through magnetomotive forces added to the source vector
group, coupled with the reluctances properties in the impedance matrix
group. For receivers in near magnetic field, only reluctances are added.
Far field antennas are sources if emitters in the sources group and specific
structure included the radiation resistance for emitters or receivers. These
structures are part of the impedance matrix group. This was the origin of
the moment space. Seeing the previous network, we can add an
equivalent wide band network for the antenna behavior. Then this
network is cross talked with the whole network. Next figure shows this
principle. With this organization, it becomes easier to make the direct
summation of impedance matrix coming from various equipments and to
construct the whole impedance matrix for the system level. It stills to
discuss of a last point: the near electric field representation.



The system conception
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Near electric field must be attached to nodes, as the representation of
this interaction is a capacitor linked to an edge (note that it’s also
possible to use reported generators as in the PEEC method). In the
system tenfold, a special vector must be created in order to memorize the
nodes called to be used in near field interaction when embedding on a
wider system. The part involves in this interaction has its properties
memoried in the topology group of the tenfold.



Layout
Similarities between models and real layouts

Computation in EMC using macromodelling and Kron’s method works.
You must be convinced of that. But the accuracy of results coming from
computations depends hardly on accuracy about information. If a load is
a resistance of fifty ohms and if in the computation you use a capacitor
of one nanofarad, it seems obvious that computation won’t be correct. It
makes laugh, but in EMC it’s often the situation where information on
papers is not reality. This comes from the fact that except if a good
organization exists in the company, EMC works being in parallel of
prototyping work, change can occur that are not available on the
”official” schematics. This can lead to dramatic situations when
qualification tests come to be made.
In fact in EMC there is only one golden rule:

Never make a design that you cannot compute



Layout
On cables

Cables are perhaps one of the more difficult object to compute. Many
method were developed (BLT, TLM, ...) but they still not efficient due
to the uncertainties linked with cables routes and organization. What I
propose is quite simple:

I functionnaly, cables work. If not the system cannot work. So groups
of wires used to transport functionnal signals are basically corrects
and behave like lines;

I when inserted in the system, these lines are disturbed by the
presence of the other ones;

I some cross talks are created by the neighborhood of the other lines.

Knowing all that cables can be modelled following these steps:

1. to create one branin structure per functionnal line including its
characteristic impedance Zc , delay τ and losses α;

2. when a line is embedded in the system structure, change these
values depending on the environment influence;

3. report cross talks each time some lines use the same part of harness
using the Vabre’s relation translated in the Branin’s model.



Layout
On cables

This methodology is clearly self-important because uncertainties on loads,
distances to the structure, etc. destroy any tentative to have a more
accurate model.
Interlacing and other phenomenon can be included using statistical
equations in the Zc , τ and α equations. The same for coupling with
fields. As these models are very light, it’s easy to add complexity in their
definitions. The harder in fact stills to manage the cables in relation with
the real system.
On PCB, tracks can be modelled through the same mechanisms. More,
the computation can easily call automatic descriptions, from the fact that
tracks are better organized than cables. Having geometrical definitions,
you can compute ⊕k Z̆k , Z̆k being the line tenfold with its properties,
then adding the cross talks, all the same if limited to the first order (i.e.
from one track to only its neighbors). As previously for cables, this is
sufficient to predict EMC behaviors.



Validation
How tests must be seen

At this step, the interaction matrix is completely green !
Qualification tests are the conclusion of all the work done and shows on
one prototype, some precisely defined conditions that the system is
compliant with the requirements.
A test never demonstrate anything. Often people makes experiments
when they don’t know how to compute things. But they are wrong
thinking that this experiment desmonstrates that their system is good or
not. Until no theory can be attached to the experiment, it’s impossible to
know if the experiment itself is weel understood and so made in the
conditions that shows the failures or any other behaviors, etc. At least,
making many experiments allows to make some statistics but stills with
risk, because on all the experiments made, the conditions may be out of
system future ones. That’s why MKME can be a major technique to try
to have an available theory associated with the system and to control our
actions on it.



The test cover can never be total. Mathematically, a system can be
construct following for the impedance matrix:

Z = ⊕kZk , Zk = diag (Zi ) , k ∈ [0 . . .D] , i ∈ [0 . . .D]

It stills to add the sources T . We accept that the topology is fixed and
doesn’t change with time. When the system lives, the signals change.
Under fixed impedance (remember that they can be defined on domains,
so this condition is rarely restrictive) the variations comes from the
sources or the coupling impedances. The system life can be represented
using what we call a gamma matrix. The system life is given by some
sequence: (

ŭ, Ĩ
)

(t) = γn . . . γ1

(
ŭ, Ĩ
)

(0)

where ŭ(t) is the tenfold saying what is the system state at time t and γi
is a transformer for which γ̆ is the part acting here on the source term T
of the tenfold ŭ. Ĩ is the information vector that contains the probability
of the system to be in state ŭ. It is changed by the markovian part γ̃ of
γ. γ̃ is made of Bayesian probabilities where one status:

P (ŭ(t + dt)|ŭ(t), . . .)



For a classical system at time t (it’s the system time and not the
universal one), at least 2t possibilities exist - coming from the evolution
tree developed in game theory on previous assumptions. If each cycle is
one minute long, the test should last 17 hours for ten system time and to
cover all possibilities of states. In practice this time is too long and
systems are never tested for all their states. This only solution to keep
some safety is to segregate functions. This leads to a separation of the
coupling terms. In that case we can write for the system:
z = z0 + µ0 + zs + µs where z is the whole system impedance, z0 the
diagonal part and µ0 the coupling functions for the ”ordinary” signals
while zs and µs are devoted to the critical functions. In that case,
changes can act on µ0 or even z0 without having any influence on
zs + µs . If P (ŭs(t + 1)|ŭs(t)) = 0 saying that protections fixe the tenfold
part for the critical functions, whatever the electromagnetic environment,
we can have P (ŭ0(t + 1)|ŭ0(t)) 6= 0 without being not compliant from
the safety point of view.
Note that a disturbance in EMC can be mathematically writen, using the

tenfold algebra, by: P
(

ŭ(t + 1)|ŭ(t), ~E , ~B, . . .
)

= α 6= 0.



Conclusion

All an EMC knowledge cannot be given through some slides. But I hope
that these two courses will give ideas on some possible rigorous and
innovative approach to make EMC. Often, speaking of EMC leads to
speak of rules, equipment compliance, etc. But in fact this methodology
is incapable to know its margins. A new one should be used starting from
system safety, theory and models applied on the system or its
components. It’s false to think that because equipments are compliant
with defined limits, it garantee that the system will be safe in EMC. More
and more, examples demonstrate that increasing the equipment
robustness doesn’t increase the system one, but tends to decrease it.
This wasn’t a limitation until systems stills very hardened, using metallic
boxes and shielded cables. If they want to decrease these components to
reduce weight, the EMC performance will be very different and current
methodologies will not be more usable.


